
The behavioral science behind 
driving payment loyalty & 
consumer engagement

Mobile Influence:



Personal curiosity in what creates positive 
human behavior.
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Behavioral Data

Billions of Dollars

100K+ Merchant Doors Millions of Consumers

Powerful Forces Drive Scale on Both Sides of the Market
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National Brands & Retailers 
(sales supported)

Local
(self-serve)



Vision

To democratize the 
world's advertising for 
the benefit people 
everywhere. People

Radio, TV, 
Print

Merchant 
Brands

$100B+ Waste

$200B+ 
Ad Industry

Frictionless Technology
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Mobile and Fintech innovation leads the evolution of advertising

+  Digital: Internet advertising 
(2001 - present)

+ $7.9B spent in 2000 to $129B 
spent in 2019

+ $517B online TAM (US - 2019)

+ Online focus--not in store

+ Attribution difficult in store

+ Facebook and Google dominate

+  Online to offline: card-linked 
offers (2017 - present)

+ $18.8T brick & mortar retail TAM

+ Increased use of Data and Analytics

+ Mobile surge (76.7% of digital 
spend in 2020)

+ Location intelligence for targeting
mobile wallet growth

Transactions 
(CLO)

Impressions 
(Radio, Television, Print)

Clicks
(Desktop, Social, Search)

+ Traditional: radio, TV, billboards,
and print advertising (1950's to    
present)

Pain Points:
+ One-to-many strategy
+ No info loop/attribution
+ High cost of production
+ Difficult to target consumers
+ Lack of data
+ Slow to update



CASH - THE STRONGEST BEHAVIORAL STIMULUS

Deliver an app and platform that 
provides a  frictionless cashback 
experience for consumers while 
driving increased conversion 
and revenues for merchants
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“Consumers have 
unpleasant emotions 
when contemplating 
the monetary cost of 
making purchases”

Neural studies have shown that 
consumers have unpleasant emotions 
when contemplating the monetary 
cost of making purchases.

Source: Carnegie Mellon University
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https://www.fool.com/the-ascent/credit-cards/articles/brain-may-be-wired-either-spending-saving-money/
https://www.cmu.edu/homepage/practical/2007/winter/spending-til-it-hurts.shtml


Cha-ching! You’ve just earned $1.23 on your 
purchase, thanks to KFC.Cha-ching! You’ve just earned $1.23 

on your purchase, thanks to KFC.

+ NOTIFY & 
SURPRISE

Share the KFC offer with friends and get cash back 
next time!Share the KFC offer with 3 friends 

so they can get 10% cash back 
when they go in the next 3 days.

+ INCENTIVIZE
BEHAVIOR

Shop at KFC within the next 5 days and get 3% bonus 
cash back.Go to KFC within the next 2 days 

and get 5% bonus cash back.

+ DELIVER
PREDICTIVE 

RESULTS

Surprise and delight. Driven by behavioral science.

KFC
Hand breaded, freshly 
prepared and Finger 
Lickin’ Good!

5%
Cash Back

BROWSE

Pavlovian Theory
Rescorla-Wagner Model specifies that the amount of behavioral learning depends on the 
amount of surprise (the difference between what actually happens and what you expect)
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+ SHOP



+ Millennials are said to spend 
~$600B every year

+ Gen Z are estimated to spend 
$143B annually

+ Both generations are digital 
natives

+ These generations have grown 
up expecting more from 
merchants

Millennials and Gen Z: Unlike any other generation

Source: https://www.statista.com/statistics/797321/us-population-by-generation/



Now more than ever, money is on the minds 

of consumers every day and everywhere. 

Savvy customers know that smarter spending 

leads to greater savings and peace of mind, 

especially now.  

29%
said curbside, pickup, 

and faster delivery are 

top priorities 

Dosh Subscriber Study, April 2020 

71%
said special promotions, 

discounts, and cash back are 

top priorities 

What is the one thing that businesses can do 
right now that benefits you the most?

Q

It all adds up:

Money matters in the time of Covid-19
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Venmo uses behavioral stimulus for social 
propagation with millenials.

Beth sees her friend’s 
cash back activity 
in the Venmo feed 
and explores the 
rewards tab.

This is Beth.
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81%
of our life is 
predictable.

Utilization of cash influences 
behavior and benefits both 
consumers and merchants.
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An industry creating the most positive economic 
impact to consumers and merchants.
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Thank you.


